New classrooms for Riamabana completed

We are thankful to have been able to complete construction of the additional 3 new classrooms at Riamabana (pictured) with the roof going on a few weeks ago. Director Luther is grateful and very happy “We are very pleased to have brick classes so that we can move students from the old muddy ones. We hope to complete these with floors, blackboards, more desks in time for school to open in January, God willing we will have funds.” This year Riamabana also received a water tank to provide clean drinking water, so they do not have to rely on the stream.

GSP Well Being Officers crucial role

GSP’s 2 Well Being Officers visit Riamabana each month and check and treat the toilets, treat the drinking water, provide health education and give pastoral care to the sponsored students. Above the children learn how to use toilet paper, now being supplied by GSP and previously unknown in the school. The Well Being Officer activities are reducing illness and disease and increasing school attendance.

In 2017 GSP is looking to add access to soap at all handwashing stations.